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Luxury living now with
the green advantage
Breathtaking views of the Yeoor
Hills, and several amenities,
only at Courtyard, by Narang
Realty and the Wadhwa Group
BY KYT TEAM
Courtyard, a joint venture between Narang Realty
and the Wadhwa Group - two leading and reputed
real estate names - is located in the upscale
residential neighbourhood on Pokhran Road 2,
Thane. It is spread across four sprawling acres.
Open spaces account for over 75% of this space.
Besides, Courtyard stands apart as it offers truly
majestic views of the Yeoor Hills. Just the right
way to rejuvenate and reduce stress.
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ocation is an important advantage
of Courtyard. This premium project
is well-connected to various city
centres in Mumbai and neighbouring
business districts. Pokhran Road 2 offers
close and convenient access to shopping
centres, supermarkets and malls on the
one hand, and educational institutions,
hospitals and entertainment hubs on the
other. So everything you need is always
close at hand.
Courtyard is unique in more ways
than one. The 2BHK and 3 BHK
residences have been specially designed
to ensure carpet area optimisation,
minimal passage area, excellent cross
ventilation, large windows, Vaastu
compliance, high technology security
systems and complete privacy. Imported

marble flooring, system-designed
windows designed to ensure maximum
ventilation and high quality bathroom
fittings of international brands are just
some of the stylish features that the
homes offer. Interestingly, every
residence in Courtyard falls within the
trajectory of the sun. This helps to
maximise natural light. So many
features, so much convenience! Not
surprisingly, Courtyard has been
recognised as the best luxury project in
the suburbs at the Times Realty Icons
2017.
Another distinctive aspect of this
project is how it seamlessly blends luxury
with greenery. The landscape has been
designed by New Zealand-based
architect Brendon Chamberlain, who is

also credited with designing the hugely
popular two-acre community park in
Thane. This community park has been
handed over to the residents of the area
as a community initiative.
Courtyard has something for
everyone. To cater to all age groups,
Courtyard offers a host of amenities - a
party area, 400-metre jogging track,
amphitheatre, tree house, 30-metre adult
swimming pool, Jacuzzi, play zone,
interactive fountain, football turf, skating
bowl, herb garden, yoga zone, and many
more. So whether it's work or play,
partying, enhancing fitness, enjoying
sports, entertaining friends and family, or
simply relaxing and enjoying tranquil
moments with loved ones, Courtyard has
the answer to every need.
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